of the Dorias and destroyed even Fiilppinc's chance of having me
beaten to death at the oar, there will probably be a kniie between my
ribs one of these dark nights. In one way if not in another they'll
have my skin. Depend upon it."
"They would be made to pay dearly for it," swore the Marquis,
"And flowers of vengeance will blossom on my grave. A swc-et
consoling thought.'*
*kl think not, Prospero." Dei Vasto laid an affectionate hand upc$
his shoulder. "I do not trust a judgment that, like yours, is prejudiced
by avowed enmity. But just as the Emperor's shadow has frustrated
your being sent in chains to Rome, so it shall continue to protect yois.
You are a captain in his service. I'll remind the Dorias of that 222
terms that will convert them into your life-guards."
As a pledge of friendship this was valuable, and Prospero prized
it. As a prognostication he did not rate it quite so highly, nor did it
turn him from the determination to take his own precautions.
A way to take them seemed to him offered by Lornellino. Be
remembered Lomellino's snarl when Filippino had called for a whip
that day on board the Moral "Enough that you should wish to filcfe
his ransom," And he remembered something else. Ironically
Prospero derived a curious advantage from the vindictive treatment he
had received. Unlike the other prisoners of Amalfi, who had been
honourably treated, he was bound by no parole. When his deliverance
from the oar had followed, the matter had been overlooked, The only
thing to prevent him from casting himself overboard at once and
attempting to swim ashore was the certainty of being detected and
recaptured. But it might with luck be done without detection on some
dark night, whilst the galleys were in port at anchor. Or he might make
a plea to Lomellino backed by a note of hand for the ransom that
should be established.
These were the alternatives he weighed. As things fell out, the
decision he ultimately took was a combination of the two, and this
' not until they had reached their destination, which, as it happened, was
not Genoa at all, but the Gulf of Spezia. Here the Castle of Lerici,
dominating a landscape of languid beauty in that evening light, reared
its square reddish mass that looked like a part of the promontory ib
which its enormous plinth was rooted. Into this fortress, which was
his property, Andrea Doria had retired whilst waiting for his future to
take definite shape.
Under that promontory the galleys came to anchor as the dusk of
the summer day was deepening, and the order went forth from the
capitana that the commanders should render themselves ashore, and
that the officers taken at Amalfi should accompany them, to wait upon
the Lord Andrea Doria.
Lomellino received his orders like the rest, and Prospero was
amongst those to whom it was communicated. It was an unexpected
turn of events, and it called for a quick decision. Prospero made it
He was with Lomellino at the entrance of the tabernacle when tha
captain ordered one of his wardens to man a six-oared barge
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